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CHAPTER 1

THE PROJECT

e-commerce in China for regional businesses

Introduction
This toolkit addresses some of the challenges to overcome when embarking
on cross-border e-commerce into China by focusing on the real experiences of
Central West NSW agribusiness case studies. The project was supported with
funding from the NSW Government.
The e-commerce in China for Regional Businesses Project emerged from
the findings of the Value Adding to Agriculture in Central West NSW report,
published by Regional Development Australia (RDA) Central West in 2016.
With over 40% of global e-commerce spending coming from China, it is one of the
largest e-commerce markets in the world1. Growing middleclass wealth in China has
led to an increase in demand for clean green premium NSW produce. In turn there is
increased demand for NSW premium quality products that cannot be sourced locally.

Identifying the need
RDA Central West and NSW DPI International Engagement Unit (IEU) identified
a gap in material to support NSW agribusiness small and medium enterprises
(SME) entry into the cross-border e-commerce China market.
Business to Chinese business (B to B), Business cross-border to Chinese consumer
(B to C) and B to B to C trading models all exist and present significant opportunity for
Australian agricultural exports to the fastest growing market in the global economy.
This project addresses the need for agribusinesses to develop a more practical
understanding of how to engage in e-commerce in China. While many
agribusinesses have experience with export markets, including China, the gap
is an understanding of the rapidly growing and complex world of e-commerce.
This project aims to increase the skills agribusinesses SMEs need in order to
develop e-commerce pathways into the China market.

A case study approach
To address the need for increased practical knowledge about e-commerce in
China, the project followed three different Central NSW agribusinesses through
the process of exploring e-commerce markets, opportunities and risks for their
individual products in China.

Methodology
Three Central West NSW agribusinesses were chosen as case studies through a
carefully considered selection criteria which included; Central West NSW location,
prior export experience, availability of product, financial resources, commitment
and willingness to share their experiences and learnings with the project.
Due to the relatively short time frame of the project, it was decided that the
three case study businesses should already have some export experience, but
be new to cross border e-commerce.
The three agribusinesses selected as case studies for the project were;
•
•
•
2

Mortimers Wines, Orange, Central West NSW
MSM Milling’s auzure Canola Oil, Manildra, Central West NSW
Superbee Honey, Forbes, Central West NSW
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Pictured above; Genya Miller,
Communications Manager MSM Milling,
Ross Christiansen, Director Superbee
Honey, and Peter Mortimer, Director
Mortimers Wines, at Alibaba HQ in
Hangzhou, China, November 2017

The three businesses committed to fortnightly information and mentoring
sessions over a four month period, hosted by RDA Central West and DPI
International Engagement Unit, designed to provide the background information
they needed to understand the broad e-commerce in China landscape.
Subjects covered in information sessions included:
•

e-commerce platforms

•

Branding and Marketing

•

Social Media

•

Intellectual Property

•

Logistics

In November 2017, the three businesses accompanied RDA Central West and
DPI IEU on a 10 day intensive learning delegation to China. Meetings were held
with key representatives of e-commerce platforms and third-party providers in
Shanghai, cross-border pilot city and the home of Alibaba, Hangzhou, followed
by JD.com in Beijing. Specialised e-commerce training and networks developed
during this trip will result in increased e-commerce trade opportunities within
NSW agribusiness and improved international engagement capability with
e-commerce.
Both the Australian information sessions and Chinese travel components of
this project were used to develop the content for the e-commerce in China
Masterclass for regional businesses.

This project was
supported with
funding from the
NSW Government.
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Special thanks go to Ms Janine Percy from NSW DPI, and to Ms Cecelia Fu,
Business Development Manager, NSW DPI International Engagement Unit,
Shanghai.
Thanks also to the three Central West NSW agribusinesses – Superbee Honey,
MSM Milling and Mortimers Wines for their commitment to the project and
willingness to share their experiences and learnings.

https://2016.export.gov/china/doingbizinchina/industryinfo/ecommerce/index.asp
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CHAPTER 2

E-COMMERCE 101

e-commerce is
shopping online.

If it’s online and you’re exchanging payment, it’s e-commerce. e-commerce
refers to all online shopping, domestic and international.
In China, e-commerce growth is substantial.
On “Singles Day” 11 November 2017, for example, Alibaba shoppers spent
over $33 billion in 24 hours - $10 billion dollars more than 2016. The 2017
shopping day was heralded in at a star-studded event in Shanghai with
celebrities including Nicole Kidman and Pharrell Williams who joined
Chinese celebrities and Alibaba chairman Jack Ma.

The level playing field being created by e-commerce provides new
opportunities for smaller, niche players, while reducing the power
held by the traditional ‘big brands’.
Source – World Economic Forum (2016) Adapting to an omni-channel consumer world http://reports.weforum.org/digitaltransformation/adapting-to-an-omni-channel-world/

Cross-border e-commerce is specifically international e-commerce. It is a special import channel which allows products
* exemptions to tariffs and other
to be sold directly through online sales to consumers (B2C). The channel has
2
regulatory requirements which apply to conventional international trade (B2B) .

temporary

By exporting goods into a Free Trade Zone warehouse, they can be sold directly to the consumers from the warehouse.
The number of cross-border online buyers alone will more than triple by 2020, reaching 943 million consumers, compared
with 309 million in 20143. With the population of the planet being 7.5 billion, that means one in seven people using
cross-border e-commerce by 2020.
According to Nielsen’s online shopper trend report, the proportion of Chinese consumers who had recently made a
cross-border e-commerce purchase reached 67% in 2017, compared with only 34% in 20154.

* What do you mean by temporary?
In September 2017, it was reported that China
would delay enforcing tougher rules on the
country’s fast-growing cross-border retail market
until the end of 2018, a boost for global firms that
have been tapping the round-about route into the
world’s number two economy.
QUESTION; Does the China Australia Free Trade
Agreement (ChAFTA), which will eliminate tariffs
between Australia and China, protect Australian
exporters from China introducing tougher rules?
ANSWER; ChAFTA has opened up numerous
opportunities for Australian exporters and will

4

provide some protection the competitive position of
Australian businesses in China into the future.
“Tariffs, or customs duties, are taxes imposed by
governments on goods arriving from overseas.
From the date of entry into force, more than 85 per
cent (by 2015 value) of Australian exports will enter
China duty free or at preferential tariff rates. This
proportion will rise to 93 per cent coverage by 1
January 2019 and 98 per cent once ChAFTA is fully
implemented. ChAFTA has set Australian import
tariffs at zero on 82 per cent of China’s exports to
Australia from day one, rising to 100 per cent tariff
elimination by 1 January 2019.”

For more information, go to the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/
publications/Documents/guide-to-using-chafta-to-export-and-import-goods.pdf

CHAPTER 2

New Retail – Online to Offline (O2O)
E-commence does not herald the death of traditional retail. Bricks and mortar retail in China, as in
other parts of the world, is quickly evolving to work with, not against e-commerce. New retail means
online and offline (e-commerce and physical retail stores) are merging rather than competing. (For
more information on O2O, see Chapter 4, page 11)

Free Trade Zones

China’s Free
Trade Zones
NEW Zones
EXISTING Zones

Free trade zones (FTZs) are special economic zones
where goods can be imported, handled, manufactured,
and exported without direct intervention from
customs. Currently, there are 11 FTZs in China.
Initially the areas were Shanghai, Tiajin, Fujian and
Guangdong with further expansion to Chongqing,
Zhejiang, Hubei, Henan, Sichuan, Shaanxi, Liaoning
in August 2016.
Location of FTZ were originally based on their vicinity
within the coast line but the recent inclusions of other
inland zones is a result of their potential contribution
to China’s long-term trade plan for the One Belt, One
Road trade initiative.
China’s first FTZ, the Shanghai Free Trade Zone, was
established as a bonded area of 28.78sqkm in 2013.
Only one year later, it was expanded to 120.72 sq
km. The SHFTZ currently incorporates a Free Trade
Logistics Park, Free Trade Port Area and the Pudong
Airport Free Trade Zone. The SHFTZ may eventually
expand to cover the entire Pudong district, covers
1,210.4 sq km of land.

2

https://www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Export/Export-markets/Countries/China/Doing-business/e-commerce-in-china

3

Accenture and AliResearch report, https://compass.ups.com/global-ecommerce-growth/

4

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/china-ecommerce-what-we-can-learn/

5

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-retail/china-to-extend-transition-phase-for-cross-border-retail-idUSKCN1BW02Q
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CHAPTER 3

CHINA

China is a huge, complex market consisting of 34 different provinces and
territories; 23 provinces, 4 municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing),
5 autonomous regions (Guangxi, Inner Mongolia, Tibet, Ningxia, Xinjiang) and 2
special administrative regions (Hong Kong, Macau). Cities are also categorised
into tier systems based on economic value and population. While this particular
system is broadly open to interpretation, knowing a city’s tier category helps
businesses determine its economic value, and, as a result, create a business
strategy to suit the cities and/or regions.

TIER 1
TIER 2
AUTONOMOUS REGIONS
MUNICIPALITIES

Generally, each city is first classified
by GDP.
• TIER 1 – all first-tier cities have
a GDP over US$300 billion and
more than 15 million people.
The five Tier 1 cities are Beijing,
Tianjin, Shanghai, Chonqing and
Guangzhou.
• TIER 2 – cities with GDP of
US$68–299 billion and between 3
– 15 million people. There are 29
Tier 2 cities, including the home
of e-commerce giant Alibaba,
Hangzhou.
• TIER 3 – cities with a GDP of
US$18–67 billion and between
150,000 – 3 million people. There
are 130 Tier 3 cities.
• TIER 4 –a GDP below US$17 billion
and fewer than 150,000 people.
There are over 400 Tier 4 cities in
China.
Wine Australia has published a
handy guide to Understanding
China’s Tiered Cities System. For
more information, download the
guide here;
https://www.wineaustralia.com/
getmedia/248fa60f-cbf1-4e94-a84d489b532489ff/20160328-China-citytiered-system-article.pdf

“It is simply not feasible to approach China as one market.
One of the first decisions to make when devising a market strategy
is to determine which regions and cities to target. One of the
most effective ways is to segment China into local categories to
understand consumer behaviour, income level and local trends.
Many economists, consultants and businesses classify China
based on a ‘tier’ system to rank cities.” - Wine Australia
6

Australian Agriculture and the China-Australia Free Trade
Agreement (ChAFTA)
China is Australia’s largest agriculture, forestry and fisheries export market,
worth $10.3 billion in 2016, up from $6.6 billion in 2011.

CHAPTER 3

China’s demand for high-quality agriculture and food products is growing
rapidly. The Australian Bureau of Agriculture and Resource Economics and
Sciences (ABARES) predicts China will account for 43 per cent of global growth
in agricultural demand by 2050.
In the past, the absence of a bilateral FTA with China meant Australian producers
and exporters faced significant tariffs on agricultural products, and were at a
competitive disadvantage to countries that had an FTA with China – including
New Zealand, Chile and ASEAN. The China-Australia Free Trade Agreement
(ChAFTA) addresses this issue, and also gives Australia a significant advantage
over other larger players, such as the US, EU and Canada.
ChAFTA, which entered into force on 20 December 2015, also provides a base
for further liberalisation through a commitment to review outcomes three years
after entry into force.
Source; http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/chafta/fact-sheets/Pages/factsheet-agriculture-and-processed-food.aspx
Download the Guide to using ChAFTA to export and import goods http://dfat.gov.
au/trade/agreements/chafta/fact-sheets/Pages/guide-to-using-chafta.aspx

The Chinese Consumer
Understanding the Chinese consumer and how they make the critical decisions that
affect what they buy is vital for any company to succeed in this hotly contested market.
The modern Chinese consumer is;

Smart. They readily adopt tech – mobile commerce, digital payments and
online/offline integration. They don’t use cash – they communicate and pay on
smart phones. QR codes are the first link in the relationship between merchant
and consumer.
Affluent. A rapidly growing middle class with rising disposable incomes and
consumers increasing their demand for goods that are not available domestically.

Sophisticated. They regard quality imports more highly than domestic
production. Imported goods are recognised by Chinese consumers for their
attention to quality, health and safety and even package design.

Health conscious. The middle class Chinese consumer has an appetite for
highest quality, premium, clean green products.

Discerning. They are taking a more nuanced view of the brands they choose.
The Chinese consumer wants value for money, quality, prompt delivery and
excellent after-sales service. Recommendations are highly values, hence the
rise in significance of the “influencer”.

Younger. The rising post-90s generation has been described as a “strong engine
of consumption”. The generation of young Chinese consumers are predominately
“happiness and success seekers” who are not as much concerned about brand as
the actual product and are willing to pay more for environmentally friendly products.6
6

https://www.mckinsey.it/idee/double-clicking-on-the-chinese-consumer
e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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CHAPTER 3

CHINA

How do Chinese consumers pay for goods and services?
It’s all online – cash is becoming rare in some parts of China. Chinese consumer
culture is digital.
Most online marketplaces integrate with third-party payment platforms such as
Alipay, which works much like PayPal, linking an Alipay merchant account to the
company’s bank account.7
Alipay and WeChat pay are the most popular online payments in China, and
they are already an integral part of e-commerce platforms such as Alibaba and
JD.com.
Taxi giant CabCharge recently introduced Alipay to capitalise on the growing
number of Chinese tourists visiting Australia.

Business Basics Apply!
Doing business in China is just as much about building relationships as it is
anywhere. And even in the digital world, human, face-to-face connections are
important.

“Business deals themselves are generally built on a principal of
‘guanxi’ (the influence one has, derived from personal relationships
or networks). Connecting with the right people and building trust
will take time - numerous meetings, banquets and conversation
(much of which, you may not understand).”
- Catherine Cervasio, Founder of Aromababy,
an Australian natural skincare company.

7

8

Austrade (2016) E-Commerce in China – A guide for Australian Businesses, p 49

PLATFORMS

CHAPTER 4

Definition
e-commerce platforms are the many different online points of contact that
match buyer and seller. These are different depending on the product, market
and stage in the purchase relationship. Because the market is massive and the
range of products available online are vast there are also scores of e-commerce
platforms. The majority deal just with domestic sellers and buyers in China.
Within this area there are several categories that cater to various parts of the
market. They range from platforms supporting businesses just looking for other
businesses to initiate a traditional trading relationship, to all-inclusive sites.
All-inclusive sites can;
-

Introduce retail buyer to seller

-

provide price determination

-

provide payment structure and security

Through various online platforms, such as Kaola.com, Tmall Global and
JD Global, Chinese consumers now have broad access to products from all over
the world.
Understanding the functions and services of the many different e-commerce
platforms is really about understanding who trades with who and how m they
meet, transact, manage risk and develop ongoing relationships.
While investors see Alibaba as a proxy for China’s fast middle-class growth, the
is more to e-commerce than Alibaba.
Importantly Alibaba refers to a substantial range of platforms and services
provided by the wider Alibaba Group and is not always the market leader or
appropriate platform for all products or market participants. There is in fact no
single platform that can support the whole market and many products exist on
various platforms.

5

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS
RELATIONSHIPS

Amazon is still the largest e-commerce platform in the world, but it is being
gained on very quickly by Alibaba, the largest Chinese e-commerce platform.

The five main e-commerce business relationships are:

B2B Business to Business
B2C Business to Consumer
B2b2C – Big business to small business to consumer
C2C – Consumer to Consumer
O2O – Online to Offline

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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CHAPTER 4

PLATFORMS

B2B – Business to Business
B2B platforms introduce business buyer and business seller. They can be
producer and /or trader and the result is simply an introduction. Performance is
most often measured in “clicks” or “hits” that are just a measure of how much
traffic a site or product has received.
Alibaba.com is a B2B platform.
As both participants are businesses, the volume and value of B2B e-commerce
can be huge. Costs are relatively cheap, however, sales may not result without
further investment and support. In all platforms there is a specific formula for
achieving positive results from B2B platforms. B2B Platforms are often more
effective when supported by TPs (Third Parties).
If you just want to meet a business that can sell your product in China, a B2B
platform may be appropriate and cost effective.

B2C – Business to Consumer
B2C platforms cater to the Business to Consumer market and cover a significant
range of products. Many B2C platforms target one sector, market or product
value range. B2C provides businesses with an introduction to and transaction
with the consumer. They are an online consumer store that provides all that a
bricks and mortar store traditionally would. Like physical stores they measure
performance on product sales and often categorised along very similar product
lines.
Examples of B2C platforms include;
Tmall – part of the Alibaba Group, is one of the largest Chinese B2C platforms.
Tmall provides a marketplace for big brand consumer goods. Global brands
that maintain an existing non-e-commerce market presence are the target for
shoppers on Tmall (eg Kitchen Aid, Armani and Samsung). Tmall selects brands
and products and is therefore more trusted for authentic goods. Typically, Tmall
products are also marketed via bricks and mortar.
JD.com – China’s largest online direct sales company. JD.com prides itself on
its logistics capabilities. They are the home for many new products or products
that don’t have a significant brand presence. Like most B2C platforms JD.com
provides the customer introduction, product information, transaction, payment,
logistics and risk support.
Kaola.com – Kaola.com is a B2C platform owned by NetEase which offers,
among other services, to share risk through purchasing the product from the
producer to sell on their behalf. For example, see MSM Milling/auzure Canola
Oil case study on p 20)

No, that’s not a typo! It’s Kaola – not Koala. Actually, it was a
typo, but it stuck so, this rapidly growing e-commerce platform
is officially Kaola.c om (pronounced ‘Kow-la’).
10
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B2b2c – Big business to smaller business to consumer
B2b2c can include cross boarder e-commerce. For example, an Australian
producer works with a Chinese import trading company to ease the import,
logistics and regulatory process and potentially reduce risk associated with
cross border trade. Then the product is marketed on a Chinese domestic
platform or via a specialist cross border platform. For example, JD Worldwide
offers international exporters exposure to the Chinese market without a physical
presence in China.

C2C – Consumer to Consumer
C2C platforms are similar to online classifieds or the Gumtree model, and as
such carry consumer to consumer risk.
Examples of C2C platforms include;
•

Taobao (owned by Alibaba Group)

•

WeChat (owned by Tencent) is a social media C2C platform (see page 24)

O2O – Online to Offline
The term “new retail” was coined by Alibaba’s founder Jack Ma in a letter to
shareholders in 2016 that said “Pure e-commerce will be reduced to a traditional
business and replaced by the concept of New Retail-the integration of online,
offline, logistics and data across a single value chain.”8 It is being led by Amazon
in the US and Alibaba in China.
Examples of “new retail” include;
Amazon Go – First store opened to public in Seattle, USA, January 2018. Using
the Amazon Go app (the same types of technologies used in self-driving cars:
computer vision, sensor fusion, and deep learning) the customer takes products
from the shelf which are automatically detected and kept track of in a virtual
cart. There are no check outs – customers are charged when they leave the
store.
Alibaba’s Hema Supermarkets - Hema stores are stocked with items that can
be identified with barcodes, providing customers with information about the
products as well as recommendations of similar products. Customers can scan
the barcodes via the vendor’s mobile app, which is linked to its AliPay platform
that can be used to pay for purchases at the counter.
JD.com’s 7Fresh – First store opened Jan 2018 in Beijing. Focusing on the
premium end of the fresh food market, “smart” shopping carts follow customers
around as they shop, “magic mirrors” sense when customers pick up items and
then display data such as nutritional information in real-time, and customers
check out using a facial recognition system.
	https://www.forbes.com/sites/deborahweinswig/2017/04/14/alibabas-new-retail-integrates-e-commerce-stores-logistics-is-this-the-nextgen-of-retail/#4146cb65767c

8
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CHAPTER 4

PLATFORMS

What is a “TP”?
A TP is a “third Party” (also known as a Tmall Partner or Trusted Partner) or a
marketing agency that offers international companies with no physical presence
in China local representation. TPs have specific value in their understanding
of how the search engine within a platform works. They assist with achieving
a higher ranking for your product. Theoretically more hits, leading to greater
awareness and sales.
TPs work on generating hits and therefore awareness rather than sales. TPs
know and use the formula behind the platform to deliver a higher ranking for
your listing and increased awareness.
As such, TP services are platform specific. For example, a TP assisting with an
Alibaba (B2B) listing will simply improve your search ranking. A TP assisting
a Tmall site (B2C), may provide marketing and branding strategies as well as
search engine support.
Examples of TPs include Booster and iSynergy.

A TP may help Australian businesses by providing;

IT solutions
Customer service
Digital marketing
Improved search engine ranking
Warehousing and Logistics
Regulatory requirements
The services provided by a TP are essential. However, you can do these yourself,
you can rely on your platform for these services, or you can engage a dedicated TP.
Engaging a TP is engaging someone with unique understanding to act on
your behalf.
Choosing a TP;
Is that TPs unique understanding aligned with what you need? Consider your
product and industry. Does the TP have experience in that industry?
TPs active in particular regions should have in depth knowledge of the
regulations, supply chains, and business cultures of specific countries, and
provide unique language skills and support systems .
How much will a TP cost? (or…how long is a piece of string?)
Ensure that your needs are aligned with what the TP can provide. Because the
range of services potentially offered by a TP are so vast, the range of cost may
also be vast.

	http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2016/04/28/how-to-choose-a-thirdparty-whenentering-chinas-ecommerce-market.html
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TP
TMALL PARTNER OR
TRUSTED PARTNER

THE
DAIGOU
professional shopper

CHAPTER 5

Daigou (dye-goo) is a Chinese term
which means ‘buying on behalf of.’
A daigou is a person (professional
shopper) who facilitates the
purchase, (re)packaging and
shipment of international products
such as luxury goods, healthcare,
cosmetics, food or baby products
on behalf of a customer in
mainland China.

“Every single day, on
average [daigous]
send to China
around 100-500
parcels. That’s just
in Australia. Goods
transacting in this
private sector were
worth $100 billion
in 2016”
- Livia Wang (2017, 22
March) “Chinese daigou
buyer Livia Wang on
China’s grey channels”
Financial Review.

The continued Chinese demand for Australian product is, in part, driven by the growing
Chinese middle class smart phone users. These consumers use devices to purchase
authentic foreign goods which are unavailable or hard to find in mainland China, and it
is the Australian in-country “daigou” who facilitates the purchase.
The daigou is more than a middleman of e-commerce, they are also an important part
of influencing the Chinese consumer through product authentication and endorsement.
They validate, and sometimes promote, products to their Chinese customers to assure
them that the product is the same quality as those sold abroad.
The daigou business model is quite mature. There are various types of daigous ranging
from the opportunistic to the professional. The opportunists are generally international
students or in-country residents. The professionals are privately owned daigou stores,
often found throughout the Sydney CBD and many Sydney suburbs (where you can hear
the screech of packing tape), or the publicly listed daigou enterprises such as AuMake.
Daigous are found through the social media messaging platforms WeChat and Weibo,
or through family and friends overseas. The daigou business model is also moving
towards live streaming to allow customers watching the shopping experience from
their own home back in mainland China. During live streaming events customer place
orders and the daigou purchase the product on their behalf.
Chinese consumers do not want ‘cheap’ products, a premium price implies that the
product is authentic, safe and an unlikely to be counterfeit.
The potential to export product through the daigou market is substantial, but not
without its risks. The daigou business model has evolved because of the Chinese
culture of trust, mainland Chinese consumers place trust with their in-country ‘friend’
connections ensuring that this friend will purchase the authentic foreign product that
they desire.

“Of particular interest to me was the existence
of daigous. We visited Blossom and AuMake in
Sydney.”
- Ross Christiansen, Superbee Honey
e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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CHAPTER 6

LOGISTICS

Because of population density and the low cost of logistics,
China is able to provide efficient, individual logistics services
on a massive scale.
e-commerce platforms offer some of the fastest delivery
services in China, if not the world. As the middle class Chinese
consumers is choosing to stay at home, rather than going to
the shopping centre, the e-commerce business model has
evolved to bring the goods they need and /or desire to the
customers in their home.
Fresh product such as beef and fruit sell very well and
can be delivered within an hour of ordering, so with such
fast deliveries Chinese consumers can order steak and
accompanying salad for dinner. Online ordering has become
so entrenched in the Chinese culture that people don’t go to
the shops, they stay at home and order whatever they want
from their mobile phones.
To ensure delivery is achieved within the hour of the customer
ordering the platforms ensure that the supply chain efficiently
process sales through to delivery using their own algorithms.
The e-commerce systems work because they have efficient
picking, packing and distribution procedure.
Delivery of the product from store to customer is evident when
walking through the streets of Beijing and Shanghai. In these
cities you will see minivans or small motor bikes with carts
or boxes delivering products to the e-commerce customer.
These bikes will have logos like JD.com, Tmall or local
e-commerce platform that only supply in that particular city.

Useful resources:
For more information about getting your goods to China, see
Austrade’s “e-Commerce in China” https://www.austrade.
gov.au/Australian/Export/Export-markets/Countries/China/
Doing-business/e-commerce-in-china
Australia Post has established a joint venture with China
Post called “Sai Cheng” to help drive e-commerce growth
by providing supply chain services. Go to Startrack for more
information about Australia Post’s e-commerce and logistics
services. https://startrack.com.au/services/ecommerce

14

Last mile delivery in the heart of Beijing

In 2016, Mortimer’s Wines had established Chinese connections and had started
to build small inroads into a niche market of Chinese middle-class consumers
in the city of Chengdu. However the concept e-commerce remained, for the
most part, a mystery to Peter Mortimer, a self-proclaimed e-commerce novice.
“I was afraid of the size of the market and overwhelmed about the cost of entry
into the e-commerce concept,” says Peter. “We started off in the traditional B2B
(business to business) physical delivery mode but soon realised that e-commerce,
if done correctly, is feeding a demand by the consumer that is still in its infancy in
China and hardly evident in Australia but is growing by 35% per year.”
Former Canterbury Bankstown Bulldog Peter Mortimer, his wife Julie and their
five sons, planted a hectare of Chardonnay grapes on a property just outside of
Orange, NSW in 1996. The following year a further 1.2 hectares of Shiraz and
one hectare of Cabernet Sauvignon were added. More recently a small area of
Pinot Noir and Merlot was planted and they source Sauvignon Blanc from a
neighbouring vineyard. The Mortimers’ Orange vineyard also includes tourism
accommodation and facilities to cater for weddings and functions.

BUSINESS
CASE STUDY
MORTIMER’S
WINES
www.mortimerswines.com.au

Q – Aren’t you too small to establish a Chinese e-commerce market?

“Our small size means we take calculated options
to grow the company without facing a production
problem. However, we are geared up to meet the
expected growth in demand for our range.”
Business relationships developed with Chinese investors keen to tap into
potential to sell Australian wines into China sparked Mortimer’s Wines foray into
the Chinese market in 2016. Although the business was going well in Australia,
Peter saw limitations of a domestic-only business.
“I used to drive between Orange and Sydney knocking on pub doors hoping to
sell one case of wine to each outlet,” says Peter. “On a good day I would sell
15 to 20 cases and have to do it all again next month. There is a time limit and
growth ceiling you encounter which limits your ability to be profitable and grow
your business.”
“We formed a company registered as Mortimer’s Australian Wines in Hong King
consisting of five Directors, of which I am one. The other partners have been
manufacturing clothing in their Chinese factories for 43 years for the Australian
market and have recognised the potential of Australian wine sales in China.”

Starting from 1
January, 2018, import
tariffs on Australian
bottled wines to China
were cut from 5.6% to
2.8%, while tariffs on
bulk wine were reduced
to 4%, based on the
Free Trade Agreement
signed in December
2015. The agreement
will see tariffs
scrapped by 2019.
– Wine Australia

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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MORTIMER’S WINES
Peter’s role in the new company, as a Director and the Australian-based grape
grower, was to provide technical development, product development, supply
and promotional/marketing assistance, including visits to China.
One of the first actions the company took was to develop a new label specifically
for the Chinese market. In retrospect, Peter believes this was an error and has
learned that the Chinese market he is targeting wants to purchase the same
wine Australian’s are purchasing. A label designed for the Chinese market is
viewed with suspicion by savvy Chinese consumers looking for authentic, quality
Australian products.
“We placed our Chinese website address on our front label in Chinese and have
been questioned repeatedly about the authenticity of our wine,” says Peter. “The
next run of labels will not carry that reference.”
In February 2017, Mortimer’s Australian Wines sent its first container to a
warehouse in Chengdu (Central China) owned by the Chinese Directors.
“We are lucky to have two directors who have factories in China and have been
exporting to Australia for close to 40 years in the textile and fashion trade. We
also have a Chinese born administrator in Chengdu who runs the operation.”
“At the moment we are dealing on the traditional B2B method through our own
agency in Chengdu and can distribute directly from there.” says Peter.
As Peter became more familiar with the Chinese market through traditional
business methods, he quickly learned that he needed to better understand the
rapidly growing digital marketplace and e-commerce.
“(I) realised that e-commerce, if done correctly, is feeding a demand by the
consumer that is still in its infancy in China and hardly evident in Australia but
is growing by 35% per year in its use,” says Peter.
Following a research trip to China in November 2017 to gain a better understanding
of the many (and growing) e-commerce platforms and services available, Peter
and his Mortimers Wines Directors chose to investigate further opportunities
with Booster (an Alibaba Global Partner specialising in product posting, website
design and optimisation), and Kaola (a cross border e-commerce platform with
an office and warehouse in Sydney, owned by major Chinese internet, email
and gaming company NetEase). Peter also plans to investigate opportunities to
leverage daigou operators and influencers.
Peter’s approach to understanding the complexities of e-commerce and how
they relate to his own business is to think in terms of business transaction modes
- Business to Business (B2B), Business to Consumer (B2C) and Consumer to
Consumer (C2C).
“B2B traditional is what we are doing now,” says Peter. “B2B e-commerce
is a chance to build our brand awareness and integrity. Plus, sales that will fund
our growth.”
Getting to know China and the Chinese consumer, building business relationships
and networking are still critical to success in e-commerce. Peter attended his first
trade Fair in Chengdu in 2016, visited China again as part of the RDA Central West/
NSW DPI e-commerce in China Project in November 2017, and has registered to
exhibit at the Ritz Carlton in Shanghai in Decanter 2018.
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Mortimer’s current
strategy is;
•	to develop and make sales
through its own Wine Club,
which will generate long time
regular members and offer
the option for members to
visit Mortimer’s wines and
the Orange region;
•	to establish brand awareness
and integrity in China, possibly
through platforms such as
Kaola.com or Booster, and once
brand recognition and integrity
are established;
•	to sell on the Alibaba 1688 store
(a dedicated wine platform) at
full member’s retail price direct
to the consumer.

Peter’s top tips
1. T
 he most important thing is to study and learn about all options
and relate them to your own situation. Engage the NSW and
Federal Government agencies to assist and don’t be afraid to ask
an industry colleague who is doing it, for advice.
2. V
 isit the market and learn about your consumers, competitors and
government restrictions/ incentives. In China, the mobile device
is a life support mechanism. People order transport, meals,
couriers, merchandise, in fact anything and pay for it with their
phone. They read QR codes and immediately access all information
available about any person, product or service they inquire about. It
is the way the world is headed and we all need to adapt our ways.

BUSINESS
CASE STUDY
MORTIMER’S
WINES
www.mortimerswines.com.au

3. E
 ngage a TP - Third Party Partner - to set up your e-commerce
shop, page, prices and profile on the platform that is best suited to
your business.

“We have found that relationships built on trust are still
the most productive method of doing business, however,
e-commerce will change that with little or no personal
contact between the manufacturer and the consumer. This
is why brand integrity, trust and marketing will become so
important in our strategy going forward.” - Peter Mortimer

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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CHAPTER 7

BRANDING AND MARKETING

The ability to guarantee authenticity, quality, traceability and provenance,
should be a key goal of any marketing or branding campaign into China. You can
do this by:
• Establishing your brand in Australia
• Using your Australian label in China
• Telling your story through your website, label, and social media
Although the work you do in Australia is critical, you will need support at the
Chinese end. Go to China, make contacts, build networks and relationships.
Consider the services of a TP to help you build your brand in China.

“If you want to do business in China, you need to
go there to really understand the market, culture,
the people, the business environment and the
importance and challenges of the last mile of
delivery and how that impacts your product and
packaging development. You can’t even start
to understand, let alone sell or market into, a
country 7,448 kms away if you aren’t prepared
to leave your desk in (Australia).”
- Genya Miller, auzure Canola Oil

“A huge part of our
marketing strategy
was to build the brand
here in Australia.”
- Genya Miller,
auzure Canola Oil

“You will be expected to make a sizeable
investment in marketing and promotions to build
brand awareness if your product or service does
not yet have a reputation in China.”

“We placed our
Chinese website
address on our front
label in Chinese and
have been questioned
repeatedly about the
authenticity of our
wine. The next run of
labels will not carry
that reference.”

- Catherine Cervasio, Founder of Aromababy,
an Australian natural skincare company

- Peter Mortimer,
Mortimer’s Wines

Customer service is part of your brand – your brand is your reputation. Managing
returns and excellent customer service is an important part of cross border
e-commerce in China. The Chinese consumer has high expectations of service,
so replying to inquiries quickly and managing “reverse logistics” – the return of
goods – is critical in attracting and keeping customers.
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CHAPTER 7

Talking point.. Should you market yourself as a region?

This is an interesting question, but worth considering seriously before embarking
on an expensive regional marketing campaign into China.
Collaborative regional marketing/branding offers significant advantages
and opportunities, including reduced costs and support in marketing, event
organisation and logistics. It is obviously essential to tourism marketing
strategies.
However, bear in mind that “Central West NSW” (for example) means nothing
to the Chinese consumer, but “Australia” does. Is it worth trying to cut through
and create a whole new, potentially confusing, regional brand concept to the
Chinese consumer, when “Australia” is the key ingredient?

e-commerce is a dynamic
space, and the best
methods for branding and
marketing products and
regions in to China will
evolve. Watch this space!

For example, at the 2017 International Food and Hospitality Expo FHC China held
in Shanghai, France (well known for its regional parochialism when it comes to
food and wine marketing) did not separate its regions in its marketing approach.
Rather, it branded all food and wines, from all French regions, under the banner
“Made in France. Made with Love.” Individual brands and regions could exhibit
under that banner, but the key message sent to Chinese consumers was “France”.

Livia Wang’s
TOP TIPS;

1. Create great products!
2. Lodge your IP
3. Think long term for the Chinese market
Livia Wang is the Managing Director of Chinese
marketing agency Access CN, based in Sydney

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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auzure CANOLA OIL

MSM Milling is an integrated oilseed processing business based in Manildra,
Central West NSW. MSM Milling buys non-GM canola seed directly from one
thousand local farmers and transforms it into value added oil, meal and
stockfeed products for domestic and international buyers.
MSM Milling has exported products to China since 2010, with export expansion
plans boosted by the China-Australia Free Trade Agreement (ChAFTA).

“During the past six years, the Chinese
consumers’ appetite for healthy 100% Australian
grown, produced and packaged oil has increased
exponentially and we believe there’s a terrific
opportunity for far greater expansion in China,”
says Bob Mac Smith, Director of MSM Milling.

In 2016, the company made the significant move to add a retail product to its
range, which had traditionally focused on bulk canola oil sales to domestic
and international food manufacturers, food service providers and QSR’s. The
company invested around $1 million in a state of the art PET bottling line.
“Sourcing the best bottling line available was one thing. We also had to develop
a brand that would sit nicely in the Australian market and the retail sector in
markets around the world,” says Genya Miler, MSM Milling’s Communications
Manager.
“After months of workshopping names to develop a fresh new brand, we settled
on ‘auzure’ – a name which brings together the purity of the oil and sells the
provenance of the region.”
‘auzure’ uses the ‘au’ to simultaneously imply gold (Au is the periodic symbol for
element gold) and Australia, and ‘ure’ from ‘pure’. Ergo, Australian pure canola oil.
“And then there is ‘azure’, meaning blue, so we worked that into it as well,” says
Genya. “Under Australian blue skies our canola is grown. So, there are some
lovely connotations that the word has and some nice connections back to the
region. The beauty of branding auzure was that, being an ‘invented’ name, we
were able to trademark it, here and in China.”
Although being an authentic Australian product is a significant advantage,
Australian exporters need to offer the increasingly savvy Chinese consumer
more than that.
“Just being an Australian product isn’t enough anymore, so we also sell our other
USPs (unique selling propositions), such as our use of the expeller pressing
technique instead of chemical solvents to extract the oil, and the fact that we
are 100% independently certified non GM, which is really gaining momentum
and growing in importance in the Chinese market where consumers demand to
know where their food comes from, as well as assurances it is safe.”
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“So we have a product that really ties together the farmers who grow the seed,
the company that presses the oil, and the full 100% traceability from paddock to
plate, or ‘seed to spoon’ as we like to call it,” says Genya.
Increasingly, Chinese consumers seek authentic Australian brands trusted and
used by Australian consumers, rather than brands developed specifically for
their market.
“A huge part of our marketing strategy was to build the brand here in Australia,”
explains Genya. “Many Australian supermarkets and local shop owners have
supported us, such as IGA, Harris Farm Markets, Essential Ingredient and
Drakes Supermarkets in South Australia, who recently came on board. Spar
Supermarket in Molong was our very first shop and that’s the supermarket
where Mrs Mac Smith, the mother of Directors Bob and Pete, does her weekly
shopping, so that’s another lovely little tie in.”

BUSINESS
CASE STUDY
auzure
CANOLA OIL
MSM Milling, Manildra

www.auzure.com.au

Why is market recognition in Australia important? According to Genya, when the
Chinese customer sees the product online they then do some investigation to
see if the product is available in Australia.
“Chinese consumers want assurances that the products they are interested
in buying are used and trusted by Australian consumers. They don’t want to
support products that have been developed primarily for the Chinese market,
with no domestic presence or trust. It’s a vital part of our marketing in China
to show the product on local supermarket shelves and in use in our kitchens.”
MSM Milling spent considerable time and effort understanding the different
e-commerce platforms available and finding the best fit with their business
model and product. This involved research, networking, meetings and
relationship building in both Australia and China.
“MSM Milling was fortunate to take part in the Australia Week in China in early
2016 which provided vital information, site visits and networking opportunities
with the big players in Chinese e-commerce, including JD.com, Alibaba, Kaola
and others. This initial exposure to the sector, tours of their cross border
warehouses and introduction to the main players helped give us a better picture
e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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auzure CANOLA OIL

Genya Miller’s tips

If you want to do business in China, you need to go there to really
understand the market, culture, the people and the business
environment. You can’t even start to understand, let alone sell or
market into, a country 7,448 kilometres away if you aren’t prepared
to leave your desk in Manildra.
Be prepared. Be patient. Be willing to learn – Chinese e-commerce
is a whole new, ever evolving, world. There are so many options, you
need to find the right fit for your business. Then when you find the right
partner/avenue, you need to negotiate the best deal for your product.
Then you’ve got to take into consideration the language barrier, the
differences in how we do business and negotiate contracts. Then the
hard work really starts. You’ve got to ensure your product is relevant
and in demand.
Do your research. Talk to other companies about their experiences
– people are usually willing to share their experiences and
recommendations – good and bad.

of the right fit for MSM. But like everything, it didn’t happen overnight. We’ve
explored many options and investigated several entries to market. We’ve shared
our product range with the big players and had several discussions about
possible business opportunities. There’s no one ‘right’ way to enter Chinese
e-commerce. It’s about finding the right entry for your product and business
into the Chinese e-commerce sector.”
“We have had great success with auzure on Kaola.com. We were one of the
first Australian brands taken on by Kaola’s Sydney office. Initially we were put
on their ordinary cross border e-commerce site and slowly it’s grown. In 2017,
Kaola asked us to move to their new Factory to Consumer program which
is a special platform within their e-commerce site which sees Kaola work
directly with manufacturers around the world, whether it be clothes or gaming
manufacturers or food producers, to produce an exclusive online product for
them. Kaola staff personally visit the site to verify where and how the product is
made to ensure it can be trusted. We moved to that platform in late 2017 and
within weeks, auzure had the highest conversion rate for sales. It’s absolutely
fantastic that within a year we could get to that rate. Now we just need to keep
it up!”
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

IP

CHAPTER 8

IP is the property of your mind or proprietary knowledge. It can be a new
concept, design, invention and/or brand. Your IP is what sets you apart from your
competitors and, as such, it has real value which needs to be protected.
The first step for an Australian business exporting goods to China is to register
IP in China, especially trade-marks.
China’s recent establishment of specialised IP courts in Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou and IP tribunals in ten major cities is a sign of the strengthened IP
protection available in the country. Australian businesses in China have multiple
options to protect their IP.
“China has a ‘first to file’ trade mark system. This means anyone considering
doing business in China should register their trade mark in China as early as
possible - well before entering the market, having business discussions, or
displaying products at trade fairs.
http://minister.industry.gov.au/ministers/craiglaundy/media-releases/
australian-businesses-should-protect-and-enforce-their

Helpful Resources on IP;
Austrade
e-commerce in China Guide - Protect and Manage your Intellectual property
https://www.austrade.gov.au/australian/export/export-markets/countries/
china/doing-business/e-commerce-in-china

IP Australia
Your Best Strategy for IP Protection Overseas - https://www.ipaustralia.gov.
au/about-us/news-and-community/blog/your-best-strategy-ip-protectionoverseas

Efic - Finance for Australian Exporters
Protecting your intellectual property (IP) overseas - https://www.efic.gov.au/
media/3680/efic-protecting-your-ip-overseas-specialist-paper.pdf
Managing Export Risk - https://www.efic.gov.au/education-and-tools/ebooksand-reports/managing-export-risks/

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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CHAPTER 9

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a crucial tool for marketing, communicating
and engaging with Chinese consumers. As there is no
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or Snapchat in China, WeChat
and Weibo are the main social media platforms.
WeChat is a mobile app with over 900
million active users and owned by
the Chinese internet giant Tencent,
a provider of website portals and
mobile applications. WeChat is also
a payment platform. We Chat has
been described as a ‘Swiss-Army
Knife app” as it provides so many
functions.

Weibo is a microblogging social
media website which has a similar
function to Twitter. It is a popular
platform for Chinese celebrities and
influencers.

In WeChat’s second year (2012), it launched “Moments (the Chinese translation means “friend circles”), a photo-sharing feature
to visually share your story with a private group of friends. WeChat taps in to and leverages an old Chinese philosophy called
“circle cultures,” meaning smaller circles are much stronger at the core and as the circles get bigger, the ties get weaker.
Source: http://blog.ycombinator.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/WeChat-Engagement.png

EXERCISE
It is important to understand how
critical WeChat and Weibo are to
the consumer culture in China, so
download the WeChat app, open an
account and play around with it!
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CHAPTER 9
Little Red Book
The Project Team’s female, Gen Y translator in Shanghai used an app
called Little Red Book - a review and shopping app that provides a
platform to review foreign products, leave travel tips, etc. It also has an
e-commerce platform for users to purchase products directly on the
app. This app was launched in January 2014 and by 2017 had 17 million
registered users, 80% of whom were under 30 years old and 90% were
female. Little Red Book has been described as an incubator for wordof-mouth marketing, with opinion leaders who are vocal about their
experiences with foreign merchandise and experiences.
Source; http://www.shenglidigital.com/blog/little-red-book/

The Blockchain
transformation
Watch this space!
Traceability is a critical supply chain
issue and a key global megatrend
in agriculture. Consumers want
to know where a product comes
from and how safe and authentic
it is. Blockchain technology will
transform traceability in the supply
chain. By reading a QR code on
a smartphone, a consumer can
learn detailed information about
a product. In the case of a meat
product for example, information
about the animal’s date of birth and
use of antibiotics.

QR codes
You do not do business in China without a QR code. QR codes replace
long complicated URLs and they are now completely integrated into
branding, advertising and social media in China.
Even the homeless on the street have been seen in China with QR codes,
allowing people to make instant mobile payments to help.
QR codes have been around for a while now, but they never really took
off in Australia. In China, however, QR codes have become a part of
everyday life thanks in significant part to WeChat, that includes a QR
code reader embedded in the application. Anyone with WeChat on their
phone instantly has the ability to scan a QR code.
QR codes are also staring to change strict codes such as the businesscard exchange in China. Just connect by scanning QR codes.
QR codes are used widely in China by consumers to authenticate the
food they are purchasing. On a produce stand in a supermarket, or on
the packaging, a QR code can tell the consumer instantly where the
product came from. This is a significant part of building your brand
authenticity and telling your story in China.
Generating a QR code is simple and there are many QR generators
available online.

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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SUPERBEE HONEY

“There are more choices than I was aware of…The main risk in China
is not to put all your eggs in one basket.” - Ross Christiansen
B2C
Superbee Honey, owned by Ross and Cheryl Christiansen, is based in Forbes,
Central West NSW. Originally established on the Gold Coast by the Bell family in
1968, the Christiansens took over in 2005, relocating the honey factory to Forbes
(selected due to the region’s diverse biodiversity of native plants for honey bees)
and maintaining the tourism operation on the Gold Coast.
Today, Superbee Honey produces around 1,000 tonnes of honey each year. The
Australian production is around 20,000 to 30,000 tonnes per year. Superbee
exports a range of honey, gifts, and supplements to more than 15 countries
worldwide.
Superbee has been exporting to China since 2013.
“We have a number of distributors in China, selling one of our brands or OEM (Original
Equipment Manufacturer) brands,” says Ross. “We usually make initial contact with
these companies by attending trade shows, such as SIAL, or via our website.”
Over the past five years in China, experience has taught the Christiansens that
there is much more to e-commerce than simply placing a product on Alibaba.
“There are more choices than I was aware of,” says Ross. “All platforms offer
you the world but all platforms are in business to make money, so ensure that
you receive value for your money.”

B2B
“We would all like to have a distributor in China,” says Ross. “It must be
remembered that China is a large country and no distributor can adequately
service the whole country, such as PFD and Bidvest can do in Australia.”
Ross advises that to find a distributor in China, you have to either attend trade
shows or promote your products on a Chinese e-commerce site.
“The main player is Alibaba in Hangzhou,” says Ross”. To succeed on this site
you have to advertise on the site, which can be very expensive. I believe that this
site is suitable for companies with high value products with high margins to
justify the cost.
“We have been on Alibaba for many years but without advertising and we might
receive one or two enquiries each year. I recently looked up Australian honey on
Alibaba and found many mentions of Superbee Honey but most were not from
my company but from companies I did not recognize.”
“My preference has been to attend trade shows such as SIAL in Shanghai and
HOFEX in Hong Kong. We now have a number of distributors in Hong Kong and
China, some selling one of my five brands and others OEM brands.”
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Since
returning
from
the
e-commerce research trip to China
in November 2017, where he met a
number of e-commerce platform
providers in person, Ross has
developed a strategy to pursue
business with e-commerce platform
Kaola.com and leverage daigou
influence in his marketing.
“Of particular interest to me was
the existence of daigous. We visited
Blossom and AuMake in Sydney.
Although we supply Blossom with
product, I would also like to supply
AuMake.”
“I liked Kaola as they purchase
the product and they also do the
advertising. They appear to run a
very professional operation,” says
Ross. “Kaola take all the risks but
you lose control of pricing. They
have been to our factory several
times to take photos and videos. We
have just sent 9,000 jars of honey to
Kaola e-commerce and, I hope, this
will be the first of many.

In 2016, China imported
over 6,000,000 tonnes of
honey. Chinese consumers
seek imported honey due
to concerns over fake
honey products in China.
http://www.chinaagtradefair.com/
chinesehonemarket.html

Ross Christiansen’s tips

1. Unless you or the e-commerce platform advertise your product, business
will take a long time, if at all. Although China has a large population, they
also have a huge choice of products to select from.
2. Do not spend more on advertising than you are prepared to lose.
3. If you engage with an e-commerce platform, be prepared to answer
all customer enquiries immediately. It is important to have a Mandarin
speaking person on your staff, who understands your business, to
correspond with distributors and customers.

BUSINESS
CASE STUDY
SUPERBEE
HONEY
www.superbee.com.au

4. The main risk in China is not to put all your eggs in one basket. To
sell your product in large volumes to China, you have to find multiple
distributors. Because of the size of the population in China and the large
number of provinces, there is no Chinese distributor who can represent
one brand in all of China. I believe that you cannot give any one company
the sole distributorship of your brand.
5. Ensure that you receive payment before you lose control of the goods.
Our policy is to request 50% payment with the order and the balance
before dispatch of the order. It is difficult to take legal action in China to
recover a debt.

e-commerce in China for regional businesses tool kit
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HELP!
NSW Export Advisors
NSW Export Advisors work in collaboration with Austrade.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/

Austrade
Austrade is your go-to for up-to-date information on trade, e-commerce, China
and ChAFTA.
https://www.austrade.gov.au/australian/export/export-markets/countries/
china/doing-business/e-commerce-in-china

The Export Market Development Grants (EMDG) scheme is a key Australian
Government financial assistance program for aspiring and current exporters.
Administered by Austrade, the scheme supports a wide range of industries. The
EMDG scheme:
•	encourages small- and medium-sized Australian businesses to develop
export markets
•	reimburses up to 50 per cent of eligible export promotion expenses above
$5,000 provided that the total expenses are at least $15,000
• provides up to eight grants to each eligible applicant.
https://www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Export/Export-Grants

An initiative of the Australian Business Chamber, the Export Growth China
Program has a showroom in Shanghai and can assist new and more experienced
exporters.
http://www.exportgrowth.com.au

Wine Australia
https://www.wineaustralia.com/selling/by-market/export-market-guide-china

